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Foreword
The United States has an interest in stable security for Central Europe, having been
drawn into two major wars in this century stemming from instability there. At the same
time, U.S. taxpayers may be less willing to assume a lion's share of the risks and
expenditures for European security arrangements, and will increasingly demand solutions
that do not strain shrinking American resources.
After 1989, Central European states looked westward for security guarantees par1icularly throughNATO membership - that would prevent a retum to repression. As
pointed out in this paper, alternative security mechanisms available to Central European
countries will also play an imp011ant role in stabilizing the region. Because a benign
Russia is the key dete1minant of the region's security, U.S. policy must focus on
strengthening moderates there, as well as in Central Europe itself.
This paper was originally prepared in March 1997 as par1 of the course requirements
met by the author leading to graduation from the U.S. Army War College. Though a
number of historic events involving Central European security have since transpired the Madrid summit where Czech, Hungary and Poland were invited to joint NATO; the
NATO-Russia Founding Act; and theNATO-Ukraine Chat1er -this paper provides the
reader a clear perspective on historical and more immediate factors which are shaping
U.S. andNATO security policy in Central Europe.

JACKN. MERRITT
General, U.S. Atmy Retired
President

November 1997
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Central European Security:
Looking Ahead
Introduction
For centuries, the search for a secure haven from invaders has shaped the hist01y of
Central Europe. 1 The dilemma has been one of small principalities, later unified into
shifting nation-states, unable to defend themselves without assistance against the ravages
of the waning empires that swept over their lands. With the

1975 Helsinki Accords,

many hoped that the altering of Europe's national borders by force had come to an end,
but Bosnia has since called that principle into question. At the same time, the demise of
the Warsaw Pact has cast Central Europe's small states adrift in an uneasy security
vacuum. Now they are groping their way toward whatever protective umbrella they can
find, against perceived threats that are not fully defined.
The United States has a clear interest in the stability of this region, whose struggles
have led to U.S. involvement in two world wars in this century. However, the U.S. policy
community has yet to arrive at a consensus as to the best path toward that stability.
This paper will examine selected key factors that have shaped U.S. and Central
European policies toward the region's security. After opening sections describing the
historical context of both Central European and U.S. attitudes, the paper's initial focus
will be on the altered situation which U.S. policymakers are now facing as a result of
changes since

1989. Next, the paper will turn to likely future developments which could

affect the Central European security outlook during the coming years. A final section
will outline recommended elements of U.S. policy in this area for the near tetm.
Central Europe: History's Residue
A detailed historical overview is beyond the scope of this essay, but cettain salient
factors that have shaped attitudes and policies affecting security in Central Europe are
worth noting. The region is a meeting ground of conquests past. For much of the first
millenium and well into the second, succeeding waves of Asiatic invader-nomads from
the east -Huns, Magyars, Mongols, Tmks and others -swept across the plains of southem
Russia and Ukraine, westward into the Carpathian mountain range, in search of gold,
silver, slaves and tribute. The invaders' local collaborators became agent-intermediators
between the conquerors and the hapless population, gathering taxes and tributes, and
thereby becoming exploiters and, in a cettain sense, protectors of their peoples at the
same time. From the n011h, Scandinavian warrior-traders sailed southward along the
rivers from the Baltic to the Black Sea, drawing the more primitive locals into a web of
broader commerce and cultural contact, and in some cases, according to legend, remaining
to govern. Earlier, from the west and south, Rome had spread a law-based system of
govemance over an area that extended as far as the Carpathians, pacified and secured by
legions rectuited from among the locals.2

Gradually, over the second millenium, Central Europe's wanior-chieftains joined
forces to resist invaders. Their alliances evolved into nation-states, in which monarchs
sought primacy over their fmmer princely peers and then turned to rivalry amongst
themselves to consolidate power over greater and greater areas. Again, Central Europe
was a meeting ground of conquest, as the new states (aspiring "empires") of Hungary,
Russia, Sweden, Pmssia, Poland/Lithuania and Austria fought to acquire widening buffer
zones to provide the strategic depth and resource base that would secure their centers.
Successive new rulers forced local populations to switch religions, learn new languages
and serve in the armed forces. For the local people, the only constants were taxation and
the stmggle to survive the depredations of predatory tulers who were beyond their
control. Brief periods of stability occUlTed only when the local populations were part of a
large empire less susceptible to attack.
These trends culminated with the rise and fall of this century's two repressive
European empires: the Third Reich and the Soviet Union. While these empires were in
their heyday, bmtal internal repressions secured Central European stability within their
borders; memories of Soviet tanks in 1956 and 1968 are still fresh in Hungary and in the
Czech and Slovak republics. Only external counterforce prevented the two empires' further
expansion: the Allied offensive in the case ofNazi Getmany, and the nuclear stand-off i n
the case o f the Soviet Union. Though the 1975 Helsinki Accords sought to break Emope's
age-old pattern by precluding any futther border changes on the continent by force,
credible detenents will doubtless be necessary in order for the new principle to hold.
With the post- 1989 advent of democracy in Central Europe, for the first time the
attitudes of the voters -the common people, rather than their masters - will shape the
policy choices of the region's governments. Those attitudes were formed by the bitter
residue of the preceding centuries, memorialized in each country's poetry, literature,
theater and song, and studied by all children dUting their fmmative years. If Central
Europe's security anangements are to succeed in the coming century, they will have to
accommodate these attitudes, which include several key elements:
No one's buffer. Peoples in the region sli.are a determination that never again will
decisions about their fate be made without their participation ("about us without us"),
whether it be in Berlin, Moscow, Washington or Bmssels. They seek .to be no one's
buffer, but rather masters of their own destiny.3 Despite this, paradoxically, many view
membership in a larger entity as the only guarantor of their self-determination, and appear
willing to accept the decreased autonomy that is the price of this guarantee.
Skepticism. Citizens are deeply wary of power elites, be they domestic or foreign. They
tend to see these elites as motivated by self-interest at the expense of the ordinary people
-self-proclaimed protectors, but exploiters at the same time.4 This can be observed, for
example, in the pervasive ridicule of the powerful that petmeates the region's literature.5
Though Central Europeans may avoid open confrontation by appearing to go along with
the policies of their more powerful interlocutors, at heart they often remain skeptical.
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Ethnic aspirations. Many of the region's smaller etlmic groups, having been forcefully
incorporated into larger political entities, often with a mthless suppression of their
language, religion or culture, see the current era as their chance for self-realization at
last.6 While in some cases this urge can be satisfied through a liberal scope for cultural
identity within a multinational state,7 in other cases it may extend to a drive for political
sovereignty or the altering of state borders in order to unite with a neighboring ethnic
metropole8 - a potential threat to stability. Similarly, tensions may arise when the
metropole presses for better treatment of its ethnic compatriots living as a minority in a
neighboring state.9
Settling old scores. As the Bosnian example demonstrates so vividly, revenge for previous
suffering is a powerful political force, one that superior police power has sometimes
temporarily suppressed but never fully extinguished. Initiatives for the kind of reconciliation
that would eliminate this threat to the region's security have barely scratched the surface
as of this writing.
United States: Still Willing to "Buy" Stability?
Under successive administrations since the end of World War II, the United States
has abandoned its former isolationism and embraced a role as world leader, promoting
and defending American values and interests by seeking to influence events around the
globe. With most of the world flat on its back economically after the Second World War,
the dollar was high. Postwar economic growth made it possible for U.S. taxpayers to foot
the bill for their new intemational role. Begiiming with the establishment of the United
Nations and the Marshall Plan, the United States embarked on a series of international
projects that ranged from military operations to humanitarian assistance programs,
following a recognizable pattem. Wherever tensions empted, U.S. resources were directed
at persuading the belligerents (using force where necessary) to cease their hostilities or
other undesirable activities, then at establishing military and/or civilian assistance programs
to sustain the settlement. Examples include Korea; the Middle East (where assistance to
Israel and Egypt continues to draw a lion's share of the U.S. foreign assistance budget);
Central America; southern Africa (Angola, Namibia, South Africa); Somalia; Ethiopia;
southeast Asia; South Asia (India, Pakistan); the Persian Gulf; Haiti; and, most recently,
Bosnia-Hercegovina. Where they could, Americans enlisted the pm1icipation of pat1ner
nations in their effot1s, but in most cases the United States took the initiative and footed
the bulk of the bill.
In justifying these international initiatives, advocates have argued that the United
States would eventually expend even greater resources to repair the damage if unstable
situations were allowed to fester. For years, a majority of Americans suppot1ed these
activities, persuaded by their leaders that the positive results justified the outlays. More
recently, however, many question America's ability to sustain the pattem.10 Numerous
erstwhile beneficiaries of U.S. assistance have become economic tigers and even competitors.
The dollar now buys far less; the U.S. budget deficit has soared. Increasingly, American
taxpayers are likely to demand that policymakers find self-sustaining international solutions
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which do not require ever greater expenditures of U.S. resources with no end in sight.
This is the domestic backdrop against which U.S. administrations will be seeking support
for their policies to promote security in Central Europe in the coming years.
The Pendulum Swings Back: Apparent Consensus
As communist governments toppled in the aftermath of the Berlin Wall's

1989

collapse, most of the transatlantic community, east and west, breathed a collective sigh
of relief. In a natural reaction to decades of repression, the first impulse of Central
Europe's newly freed nations was a surge westward, though there was no clear
enthusiasm for membership in Westem alliances.'' Very soon, however, policymakers
realized the implications of a security vacuum in the region: 12 As each of these
economically shaky states took steps to provide individually for its own defense, the
result could precipitate an a1ms race they could ill afford. Especially after violent
confrontations etupted between the Yeltsin regime and conservative Russian elements in

1993, Central European states saw a need for protection from any attempt by Russia, or
by a resurgent Soviet regime, to reasse1t dominance over them. Momentum built rapidly
for NATO membership.NATO, for its part, reached out to its erstwhile adversaries with
open arms, establishing new mechanisms for dialogue, cooperation and, ultimately, full
membership in the alliance. 13 In the liberal spirit of the time, Russia initially raised no
objections. At one point in the general postcommunist euphoria, even Russia declared a
desire to joinNAT0.14
On the surface, at least, an appearance of consensus existed. Both East and West
shared a widespread impulse to capitalize on the gains of 1989, lest they be rolled back.
In the f01merly communist countries, where public opposition to govemment policy was
not yet a habit, dissenters kept their views under wraps. Both the Bush and Clinton
administrations pushed hard to overcome any caution or skepticism within the NATO
alliance, winning agreement on the forthcoming policies embodied in the

1991 Rome

Declaration ofNATO Summit leaders,15 the establishment of theN01th Atlantic Cooperation
Council (NACC), the Pmtnership for Peace (PFP), and theNATO Enlargement Study.16
Emergence of Alternate Views: Challenges to Consensus
With the passage of time, however, alternate approaches to Central Europe's security
gradually emerged. As the unifying fear of a resurgent communism faded and Russia's
military weakness became increasingly apparent, many Westem commentators began to
question the need for NATO enlargement. Sober analysis replaced euphoria; the
pendulum headed back from its extreme position toward an equilibrium point. In the
United States, for example, House Foreign Affairs Committee Chai1man Lee Hamilton
asked how NATO enlargement would advance U.S. interests; what aspiring new
members would do for NATO; whether Americans were ready to commit U.S. soldiers
and nuclear guarantees to Central Europe's defense; whether taking in some Central and
Eastern European countries, but not others, would increase stability and security in
Europe.17

Others questioned whether the admission of new members, with their own
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national interests and attitudes, might render policy consensus within NATO virtually
impossible, paralyzing the alliance. 18 George Kennan warned thatNATO expansion
would be the most fateful error of American policy in the entire post-cold-war
era. . . . [It] could be expected to inflame the nationalistic and militaristic
tendencies in Russian opinion; to have an adverse effect on the development of
Russian democracy; to restore the atmosphere of the cold war to East-West relations;
and to impel Russian foreign policy in directions decidedly not to our liking.19
A New York Times editorial criticized the Clinton administration for responding to the
needs of Poland, Hungary and the Czech Republic at the expense of "the most imp01tant
issue for European peace and prosperity . . . the consolidation of refmm in Russia."

20

On the other side of the spectrum, others criticized the Clinton administration for not
moving fast enough withNATO enlargement. "The Clinton administration dithered and
missed a golden opportunity for offering a clear timetable for accession of new members,
when President Boris Yeltsin and then-Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev were giving the
green light," wrote Rep. Clu·istopher Cox, chainnan of the House Republican Policy
Committee.21
Within NATO, solidarity weakened in the face of a diminished Soviet tlu·eat,
allowing historic interests and rivalries to emerge. Questions were raised about the mission
of the alliance and the U.S. role within it. Some European allies, increasingly resentful of
perceived American dominance within the alliance, promoted mechanisms other than
NATO ( Westem European Union [WEU]; European Security Pact; Council of Europe)
to bolster European security, moves that would have the effect of elbowing the United
States aside.22 Others, citing concern over relations with Russia, advocated delay in
NATO enlargement.23
Scholars' high cost estimates of NATO enlargement were another factor that
tlu·eatened to undermine consensus. One study estimated that the U.S. annual share could
range from

$420 million to $1.4 billion over a ten- to fifteen-year period.24 However, a

more authoritative Defense Department study submitted to Congress in February 1997
painted a less almming picture. Based on more modest assumptions, the Pentagon study
estimated that the

U.S. share

(14 percent) of the common-funded direct NATO
$150 million and $200 million annually over a

enlargement bill would average between
ten-year period.25

Consensus also faltered in Russia. As the post- 1989 reality of free speech set in,
critics felt increasingly at libe1ty to question President Yeltsin's policies. As often
happens when Russia's Westemizers go too far, reactionary forces pulled Y eltsin back. 26
Entrenched economic interests, threatened by reforms, exe1ted powerful counterpressures
that forced the replacement of a reformist prime minister. The conservative military,
alanned over the loss of its Baltic-based early-waming infrastmctures and the effect of
NATO enlargement on conventional force balances in Europe, suspected a deliberate
Western plot to disarm, encircle and take advantage of a weakened Russia.27
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Russia's nationalist and left-wing demagogues played on popular feelings of
humiliation over the loss of the empire, distress over rampant crime, and desperation due
to the disappearance of the social safety net. They portrayed the West as an adversary,
author of the failed refmms that had brought on these problems. In patt to protect his
right and left flanks in the run-up to the June

1996 election, Yeltsin jettisoned his pro

Westem foreign minister. Revetting to a hard line against NATO enlargement, Russia
mounted a diplomatic and public relations campaign of threats and disinf01mation in
NATO member and prospective member states.28
Meanwhile, altemative views also began to emerge in Central Europe. Public opinion
was divided between supp01ters and detractors of govenunent policies aimed at membership
in NAT0.29 Though eleven govemments pursued the intensified dialogue with NATO
that is a prerequisite for an invitation to commence accession talks, many in the region
took advantage of security-enhancing alternatives other than NATO membership. These
included participation in the Europe-wide security, con fidence-building and conflict
prevention arrangements available under the auspices of such bodies as NACC

PFP (1994),

(1991),

OSCE (the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe), and the

Council of Europe. They also included patticipation in existing and proposed atms
control and confidence-building agreements such as the Treaty on Conventional Forces
in Europe (CFE,

1990); the Open Skies Treaty (1992); the Vienna agreements on
confidence and security-building measures (CSBMs, 1990 and 1992); and the web of
other confidence-building procedures sponsored by OSCE to avett tensions.
New regional cooperation entities, aimed in part at enhancing security, proliferated.
These included the Black Sea Economic Cooperation Zone

(1990); the Visegrad Group
(1990); the Central European Initiative (1991); and a number of so-called "Euro-Regions"

aimed at trans-border cooperation among local goverrunent bodies. All of these fell far
shmt of a full-fledged rnilitaty alliance, however. As Richard Smoke has noted, "Specialists
in the Central European countries concluded quickly after

1989 that anything resembling

an alliance might prove a hindrance to their entry into the EC,NATO and other Westem
European organizations."30 A Ukrainian proposal for a regional security atnngement
among fanner Warsaw Pact states minus Russia found no takers.31
Recognizing the West's limited influence32 and uncettain willingness to intervene in
particular cases,33 some Central Europeans advocated altemative secmity enhancement
vehicles. Examples include bilateral arrangements such as security guarantees by Russia
and the United States;34 friendship and cooperation treaties with neighboring states
(guaranteeing existing borders and the nonuse of tenit01y for aggressive operations against
the treaty partner); and militaty cooperation agreements or the fmmation of joint brigades
with neighboring states as well as more distant pattners, including the great powers.35
Other proposed arrangements included demilitarized or neutral zones on the borders with
neighboring states; fmmal neutrality; a formalized bilateral relationship withNATO; or an
emphasis on future membership in the WEU, rather than in NATO. Another vehicle for
enl1anced security took the form of individual senior Central European militaty officers
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maintaining their personal ties with their former Warsaw Pact counterpatts, creating an
informal security network to cushion against political tensions between governments.36
It is too soon to say how effective the above measures will prove to be as a means of
a vetting conflict. In one example, the use of UN and CSCE (Conference on Security and
Cooperation in Europe, later OSCE) mechanisms to broker the 1991 establishment of a
neutral airspace zone appears to have defused tensions along the Hungarian-Serbian border.37
Numerous bilateral cooperation treaties and agreements were concluded in the 1990s, but
have yet to be tested in tense situations. As of this writing, both Russia and Ukraine are
still in the process of negotiating formal bilateral relationships with NATO. Membership
in the WEU, of course, can come only after a country is an EU member state, so its
effectiveness as a security enhancer for the Central Europeans cannot be assessed.
Alongside advocacy of altemative paths to security, challenges to the wisdom of
NATO membership also began to surface within Central Europe. Some asked, for example,
why it was necessary or desirable to become "subservient" to a new bloc so soon after
liberation from the oppressive Warsaw Pact.38 Economists questioned the cost of NATO
entry, having been told (falsely) by the Russians and others39 that NATO would force
new members to discard all their old Warsaw Pact militaty equipment and buy Westem
systems. Security strategists, realizing the limits of PFP, wondered who would protect
Central Europeans (against Russia, or against aggressive neighbors) if entry into NATO
or the WEU did not pan out.40 Russia's threats to rearm and to target its nuclear weapons
at Central European countries who joined NATO exacerbated these fears.41 An additional
concem for many of the region's countries was their exclusive dependence on Russia as
a source of oil and gas.42 Fear of a fuel cut-off was a powerful inhibitor to steps that would
antagonize Russia. Though Russia's cwTent buying power was down, its economic potential
added to Central Europeans' reluctance to alienate such a huge future market. In atms
expotting countries, there was concem over who would purchase the countty's products,
and on what tetms, if NATO-supported arms export controls were enforced.43 The
temptation of better (govemment-subsidized) deals from Russia or pariah clients be�koned.44
The breakdown of consensus and the emergence of so many altemative approaches
to Central Europe's security have set the stage for the developments that are likely to
ensue in the next few years, addressed in the section below.
Likely Near-Terin Developments

On both sides of the Atlantic, a lively public debate is currently in progress over the
relative merits of Central Europe's plethora of security options. The intensity of the debate
will increase as the decision timetable for NATO enlargement draws closer. There follows
a discussion of likely upcoming developments within NATO, the WEU, Russia and Central
Europe itself. These developments will fotm the context for U.S. policy in the near tetm.
NATO. Intensified dialogues with prospective new members will proceed as public
debate continues over the wisdom of enlargement. Barring unforeseen obstacles, the July
1997 NATO summit will invite Poland, Hungary, the Czech Republic, and possibly Slovenia
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and Romania to begin accession talks aimed at enlarging the alliance in time for its 50th
anniversmy in 1999. However, during the course of the talks one or more allied govemments
or their parliaments may balk in the face of rising counterpressures. For example, some
allies may prove reluctant to hamstring alliance decisionmaking by adding newcomers
whose views may be incompatible with those of existing members; to accept a treaty
obligation to defend CentralEuropeans; to shoulder the additional cost of admitting new
members; or to drive Russian public opinion into a more defensive/aggressive posture. It is
not yet clear whether the first group of CentralEuropean invitees will clear these hurdles.
While the accession process is ongoing for the first wave of prospective new
members, NATO will offer PFP pm1ner countries an enhanced role in planning and
decisionmaking within the pm1nership, establishing the Euro-Atlantic Pmtnership Council
(EAPC) to increase their political and consultative participation.45
In the best case, the admission of the first wave of new NATO members will proceed
without adverse consequences. Second-wave aspirants will continue to strive to meet
NATO criteria, while other members of the Euro-Atlantic Pm1nership Council will feel
increasingly empowered by the new pm1nership anangements, and thus will have a
rising stake in maintaining stability. In the worst case, however, the admission process
for the first wave will stall or suffer a serious setback This would undetmine general
confidence in NATO and the EAPC, and cause Central Europeans to place greater
emphasis on other security altematives.
Throughout 1997, the European Union's Intergovenunental Conference
( IGC) will continue the laborious process of establishing procedures and analyzing the
costs of fut1her expansion. As true costs become more apparent, resistance to EU
enlargement will build in those member countries for whom the strain of subsidizing
new, less affluent members proves unacceptable. Another inhibitor ofEU enlargement is
the prospect of an influx of cheap labor intoEU countries whose unemployment rates are
already high.47 The sheer volume of requirements set f01th in theEU's "White Book" and
the paucity of technical legal expettise in postcommunist states make it inevitable that
prospective new members will be slow in hmmonizing their legislation.48 Meeting EU
economic criteria will be equally daunting for the Central European states in transition.
Thus, the accession of new EU members - and, with it, a WEU security altemative for
the CentralEuropeans- is unlikely in the next five years.
EU/WEU.46

A struggle is cunently in progress between moderates and hardliners in Russia
over how to respond to the test case of the first wave of Central European NATO
members. Which of these two approaches prevails will be the greatest detetmining factor
in the CentralEuropean security outlook in the near term. If Y eltsin and other moderates
prevail, Russia will realize that too tlu·eatening a posture toward prospective NATO
enlargement could bring about the very result it seeks to avoid - more rapid
enlargement, and a more muscular military posture on the pat1 of NATO. On the other
hand, a Russian policy of accommodation to NATO enlargement will enable Russia to
gain a voice in NATO deliberations and to extract concessions on its issue of greatest
concem: Westem militmy deployments along Russia's westem front.
Russia.
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Russian hardliners view NATO enlargement as opportunistic empire-building by the
west, a betrayal of previous assurances that this would not occur.49 Their bittemess is
compounded by a perception that Russia showed its good faith by assenting to the
dismantlement of the Warsaw Pact and promptly withdrawing its armed forces from the
former satellite countries, thereby creating a vulnerability the West now seeks to
exploit.50 The hardliners are unpersuaded by NATO's protestations that enlargement is
not aimed against anyone. They will press to meet strength with strength. According to
Nikolay Ryzhkov, a faction leader in the Russian Duma:
Russia must in every way oppose the expansion of NATO and its eastward
movement. Protests are not enough. We must as soon as possible restore our
f01mer power and become stronger, because the west does not talk with
weaklings.51
In February 1997, in an attempt to strengthen Russia's moderates and win over the
hardliners, NATO presented a package of proposals designed to meet Russia's security
concems: a freeze on conventional force deployments in NATO states bordering Russia;
lowered CFE force limits; a NATO-Russia Joint Council to petmit joint decisionmaking
and planning; and a joint NATO-Russia brigade.52 It is not yet clear whether this package
will mollify Russia's hard-liners sufficiently to avoid a more aggressive Russian stance.
If the NATO proposals do not succeed in softening Russia's opposition to NATO
enlargement, or if Yeltsin is succeeded by an old-style leader with a more belligerent
approach to the West as a potential adversary, momentum is likely to build for accelerated
NATO enlargement as NATO and Central Europe circle their wagons in response to
renewed perceptions of a Russian threat.
As long as Russia remains nonthreatening, rising satisfaction with the
results of enhanced PFP and the new EAPC may slow some Central Europeans'
momentum for full NATO membership. Other factors that would suppot1 th.is outcome
include unwillingness to shoulder the burden of NATO membership costs; the difficulty
of meeting NATO standards; and a reluctance to provoke Russia. On the other hand,
Central Europeans with a longer historical perspective will remember that sheer
calculation of self-interest was not a sufficient motivation for Westem countries to come
to the rescue when Central European states were threatened in 1938, 1939, 1956 or 1968.
This group is likely to insist that only a binding treaty obligation will be sufficient to
deter aggression against Central Europe and to ensure Westem support in case detetTence
fails. Another factor in favor of a continuing push for NATO membership is the belief
that only this will overcome westem investors' hesitation to enter Central European
markets. 53 A final and powerful motivator for full NATO membership is the prospect of a
Russian recove1y from its cunent state of weakness, driven by its increasingly ftustrated
and desperate nationalist, economically disadvantaged and militmy elements. Those who
fear a Russian resurgence will want to seal Central Europe's ently into the Westem
alliance while Russia is still powerless to prevent it.

Central Europe.
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Elements of U.S. Policy for the Near Term

As the preceding sections demonstrate, Central Europeans currently are pursuing a
variety of options, many of them mutually complementaty, to enhance prospects for
security in the region. The factors outlined above - political, economic, technical will dete1mine which of these options wins a preponderance of adherents in the coming
years. It is already clear that not all the states in the region aspire to NATO membership.
Thus, the U.S. govemment is conect in not putting all its policy eggs into the NATO
enlargement basket. The United States should continue to develop other vehicles, such as
those elaborated earlier, for reassuring Central and Eastem Europe and for promoting
continued stability and security in Europe overall. Key elements of U.S. policy for the
near term should include the following:
Russia. Russia will remain the lynchpin of European security for the foreseeable future.
The top U.S. priority should be to defuse Russia's threat potential by continuing and
strengthening efforts to build a positive track record in the bilateral relationship, giving
Russia an increasing incentive to maintain that relationship. This does not mean acceding
to eve1y Russian demand; apparent U.S. weakness would only serve to encourage further
demands. What it does mean is taking evety oppmtunity to engage Russia's self-interest
and allay Russia's fears, as long as U.S. interests are protected in the process. The United
States should appeal to Russia's strategic self-interest in a dynamic partnership with
NATO that will minimize the threat on its westem front. Demonstrating the concrete
advantages of cooperation will provide ammunition to Russia's moderates while denying
ammunition to its paranoiac nationalists. The United States should focus heavily on the
Gore-Chernomyrdin pattem54 of constructive, mutually beneficial progress in a variety of
spheres - especially economic.

As a sign of its own good faith, the United States should accelerate effmts to
eliminate the last vestiges of U.S. legislation or regulations stemming from the Cold War era
that hamper free commerce and market access, feeding Russian suspicions.55 The United
States should strengthen its Foreign and Commercial Se1vice outreach programs and other
business facilitation activities that can lead to job creation in both countries. The United
States should employ the tools of public diplomacy effectively to ensure that the positive,
tangible benefits of cooperation56 are uppe1most in the public mind in both countries.
The U.S. govemment should maintain regular, detailed bilateral policy consultations
in all areas so the Russians feel that their views and interests are being taken into
account. They need to know that they can influence U.S. policy through constructive
dialogue, rather than having to resort to threats and obstmctionism. U.S. public figures
must strictly avoid chest-thumping "we are the only superpower" rhetoric; it only adds
fuel to Russian extremist fires. The U.S. govemment should actively seek oppmtunities
for U. S.-Russian collaboration in areas of common interest, publicizing every success.
An impmtant feature of the U.S. approach, in conjunction with our NATO allies and PFP
pattners, is the updating of atms control anangements with Russia to reflect the new
situation and alleviate concems on both sides. The March 1997 Clinton-Yeltsin summit
laid the groundwork for significant progress toward this goal.57
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In implementing the above measures to bind Russia's interests in preserving good
relations with the United States, it is impot1ant to avoid the identification of U.S.-Russian
cooperation with only one band of Russia's political spectrum. Given the possibility of
future changes of govemment in Russia, the United States will achieve its goals over the
long tenn only if Russian leaders across the board understand the benefits they can derive
from a good bilateral relationship.
Central Europe. The U.S. aim in this region is to demonstrate the advantages of
continued close cooperation in the security sphere, even if it does not lead to full NATO
membership. The United States should seek to avoid an outcome in which feelings of
vulnerability in the absence of Article V NATO guarantees lead Central European countties
to seek alternative guarantees in a manner that would divide or destabilize Europe. The
United States should continue to strengthen the habits of consultation and cooperation
within the framework of PFP, NACC, OSCE and the new EAPC, to foster confidence
that these existing structures offer a viable security package even without NATO
membership. Through the mechanisms available under those structures, especially the
OSCE, the United States should encourage policies that satisfy ethnic aspirations, to
avet1 frustrations that could become a tlu·eat to stability. Through educational assistance
programs, the United States should encourage school cunicula and other activities aimed
at raising a more tolerant new generation, one less likely to pass on Central Europe's
tradition of revenge for old wrongs. As with Russia, the United States should use
instmments of economic cooperation to create a growing web of economic self-interest
in pursuing stability. In the near tetm, the prospect of possible future NATO membership
can still serve as a lever to encourage the adherence of Central European countries to
policies that enhance regional stability - for example, fair treatment of ethnic, religious
and political minorities; peaceful settlement of border disputes; laws that promote cross
border business activity. However, this incentive may fade if it appears that NATO
enlargement is unlikely to embrace all states in the region.
NATO. After the first wave of prospective new members has begun the accession
process, NATO should proceed very cautiously before initiating a second wave.
Sufficient time should elapse for any objections or obstacles to surface, and for unforeseen
consequences to take their course, before proceeding fut1her. It would not serve anyone's
interests to allow a self-selected, ad hoc group of prospective members to proceed at
their own pace toward fulfilling the requirements for membership, only to discover
eventually that NATO parliaments were not prepared to ratify their accession to the
Washington Treaty.

Though a recent poll showed that a majority of the U.S. public
suppot1s NATO enlargement, it also reflected minority suppot1 when respondents were
reminded of potential high costs and the obligation to extend the U.S. nuclear umbrella to
new NATO members.58 Senate ratification of new accessions to the Washington Treaty is
not a foregone conclusion; even some senators who voted in favor of the 1996 NATO
Enlargement Facilitation Act now have second thoughts.59 The creation of a Senate
"NATO Observer Group" offers the administration an opportunity to cultivate continued
U.S. domestic consensus.
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Senate support for NATO enlargement.60 Maintaining U.S. public suppmt for the
administration's policy toward security in Central Europe will require administration
officials to educate the American public, while ensuring that govenm1ent policies do not
go beyond what the body politic is willing to accept. Senior administration officials
should explain regularly why CentralEurope's security is essential to U.S. security. The
public should understand the impotiance of U.S. support for the various component pmts
of the European security architecture and related programs as the most cost-effective
way to avoid other, more expensive fmms of U.S. involvement that would ensue if these
preventive measures were not in effect.
Recently, the U.S. press has tended to focus on NATO enlargement and Russia's
response as though this were the only issue that would detetmine Central European
security. The administration should broaden understanding among the press and the
public that the U.S. approach to European security does not depend exclusively on
NATO enlargement. Without retreating explicitly from the option of enlargement, the
administration should ensure that the public realizes there are other vehicles for
promoting security in CentralEurope that are in place, functioning well, and deserving of
U.S. suppmi.
Conclusion

The cunent era of transition is rich in promise as well as risk. The promise of
democracy, prosperity and stability will be at risk if extremists and demagogues pursue
destabilizing policies in their quest for power, exploiting popular fiustration with the
disappearance of old social safety nets and the failure of new ones thus far to mature.
The United States and NATO have a paramount interest in countering the forces of
instability by strengthening the moderate center, both in Russia and in CentralEurope.
The U.S. priority at every decision point should be to achieve an outcome that allows
the region's moderates to demonstrate that their policies result in visible benefits for their
people. The challenge is to accomplish this without imposing additional strains on U.S.
resources. Only this kind of approach will maintain the support of the U.S. public and
Congress. Sinlilarly, it will be impmtant to ensure that the measures adopted by the
United States - whether they involve the economic, social or militaty programs mentioned
earlier - are within the means of U.S. allies and partners. Fortunately, the govenunents
cunently in power in all the countries concerned share a strong common interest in
maintaining security without excessive costs, so that resources can be divetted toward
economic growth. That common interest offers a sound basis for policy coordination and
cooperation between NATO governments and the governments of Central Europe to
achieve long-tetm security for the region.
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